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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your network contains an Exchange Server 2010 server.
You need to plan a mailbox sharing solution for the
organization to meets the following requirements:
-Ensure that assistants can read and modify the e-mail messages
of their managers
-Ensure that assistants can impersonate their managers when
they send e-mail messages
What should you include in the plan?
A. Full Access and send on behalf of permissions
B. Full Access and Send As permissions
C. Role Based Access Control (RBAC) assignments and Send As
permissions
D. Role Based Access Control (RBAC) assignments and send on
behalf of permission
Answer: B

Explanation:
Corrected:
New-ManagementScope -Name:ImpersonationScope
-RecipientRestrictionFilter: {MemberOfGroup -eq
"CN=Impersonated Users,CN=Users,DC=yourserver,DC=com"} What is
Exchange Impersonation? Exchange Impersonation is a mechanism
that allows a single Windows Active Directory account to act on
behalf of other users on a Microsoft Exchange mailbox as if
they were performing the action themselves. In other words,
assuming I create an Active Directory logon called ewsproxy
(which we will do later on), and I give ewsproxy Exchange
Impersonation privileges for users froggf and hippoh, ewsproxy
can perform any action that froggf or hippoh can perform on
their mailboxes.
Exchange Impersonation is not the only way to do this. There
are a number of alternatives that can be used, but none of them
work quite as well as Exchange Impersonation: Delegate - You
can delegate rights to other accounts to act on your behalf,
but you have to do it from your Exchange client (Outlook). In
other words, the end-user controls these rights and can grant
and revoke privileges as desired. Delegation is really a
mechanism for a user to give another user permissions on their
mailbox. Send As - An Administrator can set up an account so
that it can send mail on behalf of another account. This
permission allows most of the same behavior as Exchange
Impersonation, with one subtle difference: A user can act on
behalf of another user from their Exchange client, whereas with
Exchange Impersonation, it is only through the Exchange Web
Services API that a user can act on behalf of another user.
You cannot use impersonation to send emails as another user
using SMTP authentication, OWA or Outlook. Exchange
impersonation is designed to be used only for Exchange Web
Services (EWS). For other requirements, you should use "Send
As" right
http://paulroman.pras.ro/2010/08/exchange-impersonation-not-wor
king.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B

D
B
A
C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A three-tiered SharePoint farm contains two front-end web
servers, one application server, and one enterprise database
server.

The database server is also used by other critical
line-of-business applications.
You do not have administrative rights on the database server.
The SharePoint content databases are fragmented and are
degrading the performance of other databases.
You need to access the correct tools for performing maintenance
on the SharePoint content databases.
Which option should you choose? (To answer, select the
appropriate option in the.)
Answer:

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Option A is invalid because once you schedule the deletion and
waiting period ends, you cannot come back from the deletion
process.
Option C and D are invalid because these will not check to see
if the keys are being used or not The AWS Documentation
mentions the following Deleting a customer master key (CMK) in
AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) is destructive and
potentially dangerous. It deletes the key material and all
metadata associated with the CMK, and is irreversible. After a
CMK is deleted you can no longer decrypt the data that was
encrypted under that CMK, which means that data becomes
unrecoverable. You should delete a CMK only when you are sure
that you don't need to use it anymore. If you are not sure,
consider disabling the CMK instead of deleting it. You can
re-enable a disabled CMK if you need to use it again later, but
you cannot recover a deleted CMK.
For more information on deleting keys from KMS, please visit
the below URL:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/kms/latest/developereuide/deletingkeys.html The correct answer is: Disable the keys Submit your
Feedback/Queries to our Experts
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